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Abstract: Currently, USN has in place an acquisition program for an expendable
mine neutralization vehicle based upon a one mine/one vehicle Concept of
Operations. This paper puts forth a bold new concept for this program whereby
the cost of this vehicle is significantly reduced. By switching the warhead from
explosive to projectile, the vehicle is not only reusable but allows for a measured
and scalable response (from non-lethal swimmer deterrence to tactical ship’s
destruction) to a given mission objective. Through engineering of a standardized
vehicle interface designed to new USN standard communication protocols, a
number of sensor/weapon combinations may be attached to the vehicle allowing
rapid “Plug and Play” field reconfiguration and integration to fit a variety of
mission scenarios aboard existing and/or planned weapon delivery platforms. The
system is connected to a standard laptop computer through a fiber optic link and
is joystick controlled. All sensors and video are viewable from the laptop’s
console. The electrically driven submersible is propelled to the sonar datum from
ship’s sonar. The target is detected by the vehicle’s sonar and classified via
onboard camera/lighting combination then neutralized with a projectile. This
new family of vehicles conforms to the letter and spirit of the USN’s UUV Master
Plan with rapid, modular and cost-effective deployment of unmanned systems
using Off-The-Shelf components.
The goal of our Navy is to develop an “affordable system based on standardized platform designs with modular
interchangeable payloads, common control, and netcentric information exchange”.
(RDML W. Landay, 2003)
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Introduction
From LTGEN RHODES’ and RDML HOLDER's doctrine paper entitled "Concept for Future Naval Mine
Countermeasures in Littoral Power Projection", the following quote appears, "Although there will be some mines
with improved capabilities, the greatest threat will be sheer numbers, rather than technological sophistication."
The ignition of an explosive device gives away any advantage of stealth that may have existed before that event.
Ignition of an explosive device has attached consequences in the underwater battlespace. The strategy of a one
mine/one vehicle CONOP pits a very expensive vehicle against a very cheap and [as per above] dumb mine. The
most common mine in existence in our adversary’s arsenal costs approximately $1,500 to manufacture. The cost
of the currently fielded Mine Neutralization Vehicle is approximately $65,000 per vehicle. That is a cost ratio of
43:1 for just the vehicle before consideration of the operations platform cost.
The long chess game of mine disposal ends when the mine has been positively characterized as inert. Under one
mine/one vehicle CONOP, the mine must be reacquired after Mine Neutralization Vehicle warhead discharge in
order to perform a Battle Damage Assessment to verify elimination of the threat. The time and operations
platform cost to reacquire is no insignificant amount and may vastly outstretch the cost of the Mine Neutralization
Vehicle itself. Clearly, a reusable vehicle is preferable to an expendable vehicle from a cost and time perspective.
The change in mine neutralization method from explosive charge to projectile as the method of neutralization
delivers several key benefits including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower environmental disruption allowing for increased stealth
A range of sizes available to fit the mission requirements
Reusability of the vehicle
Long loiter time in mine field reducing vehicle transit time to operations area
Immediate muzzle reload with automatic rifle mechanism
Rapid magazine reload upon retrieval of the vehicle
Lowering of Risks involved with possible sympathetic discharge of the mine’s warhead
Far more environmentally friendly method of mine neutralization
Immediate Battle Damage Assessment after delivery of the projectile to the mine
More operational use and training due to reuse of the vehicle
Built to USN standard communications protocols for rapid platform switching
A range of weapons attachable to the vehicle allowing scalable response
Considerably lower cost structure to current Mine Neutralization Vehicle
American designed and manufactured
Rapid prototyping with COTS components

Further, a range of applications outside of MCM is available limited only by the warfighter’s imagination:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Torpedo tube swim-out from submarine for rapid ship’s swimmer defense
Harbor protection from swimmer attack allowing for measured response with long loiter time (with both
lethal and non-lethal payload)
Measured “Persuasion” against enemy bottomed submarine in littorals
“Shot Across Bow” ability for a range of threats for use in law enforcement
Usable from either submersible powered or surface powered vehicle
Tele-operated or fully autonomous modes are programmable producing a hybrid ROV/UUV
Terminal anti-torpedo defense
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A New Class of Vehicle
DoD is going to systems featuring smaller/faster/cheaper/better solutions with off the shelf components. This
program integrates current off the shelf technologies into an inexpensive vehicle with inexpensive weapons. This
vehicle concept is scalable (from a micro-vehicle to a larger wire-guided vehicle) with a range of off-the-shelf
weapons (from 4.5mm pistol cartridge to 40mm cannon - and larger). This vehicle is conceivably useful in a wide
range of applications from security to special operations to small RHIB-deployed MCM operations.
Variations on this weapon system could have its weapons classification changed from advanced systems to small
arms thereby allowing further integration into our warfighters’ arsenal. This vehicle concept complies with DoD
edict of putting tools into the hands of the troops rapidly and cost-effectively.

Operational Risks
Discharge of an underwater projectile in a personal combat situation requires positive identification of friend or foe.
The CONOP of this vehicle is for operation outside of areas of friendly in-water personnel. Original concerns for
the weapon as an underwater assault rifle included the weapon’s firing range extending beyond the water visibility
thus endangering friendly forces in the area.
Instead of a personal weapon, this concept places the weapon on a vehicle co-located with high-resolution sonar
equipment, lights and optical camera monitored from the remote control station for positive identification of
targets. Further, the original concept for the underwater assault rifle was rejected due to its kill radius far beyond
the viewing capability of a swimmer. This proposed concept allows for much longer detection range than that of a
swimmer. In addition, this vehicle may be operated from shore, a submerged platform, a surface platform or an
airborne platform.

Fundamental Analysis
Preliminary analysis indicates that the bullet has sufficient kinetic energy to penetrate spherical mines of the type
used in the Persian Gulf War. However, the projectile may be too soft due to its design for anti-personnel use.
Projectile redesign for armor piercing may be required.

Proof of Concept Demonstration

The US Army 577th Delta Company (based in Panama City, Florida) has committed the use of their underwater
firing range for conducting the Proof of Concept demonstration. The proposed timing of this demonstration is midJanuary 2006. Proposed funding for this operation is from US Navy sponsorship. The funding requirements
follow.
The COTS components being assembled for this demonstration include:
The Outland 1000 COTS commercial ROV system
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The Russian APS Underwater Assault Rifle

Submerged 55-gallon drum as the underwater target

The modification to the Outland 1000 ROV system to accommodate the APS Assault Rifle include:
Addition of another standard float block for countering the additional weight of the rifle
Fashioning of another skid assembly to securely accommodate the rifle
Fabrication of a firing mechanism (a solenoid triggered by the current manipulator electronics)
The concept requiring proof is if an ROV system can be adequately aimed and fired to direct a projectile accurately
into a sea mine, a bottomed [or mobile] submarine or a moving platform such as a swimmer. Further, proof is
required of capability to penetrate the housing of a range of sea mines upon location by the vehicle.
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